
Container Inspections



What are the requirements?

SQGs: R315-262-16(b)(2)(iv)
LQGs: R315-262-17(a)(1)(v)

At least weekly, the SQG (or LQG) shall inspect central 
accumulation areas. The SQG (or LQG) shall look for leaking 
containers and for deterioration of containers caused by 
corrosion or other factors. 

If a container holding hazardous waste is not in good condition, or if it begins to leak, the 
SQG (LQG) shall immediately transfer the hazardous waste from this container to a 
container that is in good condition, or immediately manage the waste in some other way 
that complies with the conditions for exemption.



What should I be looking for?

* Must look for leaking or deteriorating containers

* Other good things to look for:
* Correct labeling (R315-262-16(b)(6) and R315-262-17(a)(5))

* Waste over accumulation time limit (R315-262-16(b) and R315-262-17(a))

* Containers closed (R315-262-16(b)(2)(iii) and R315-262-17(a)(1)(iv))

* Containers compatible with waste (R315-262-16(b)(2)(ii) and R315-262-
17(a)(1)(iii))

* Secondary containment under containers holding liquids (R315-
262-16(b)(8)(i) and R315-262-251)



What should I be looking for?

* Other good things to look for (cont):
* Emergency equipment in the area (R315-262-16(b)(8)(ii) and R315-262-252)

* Sufficient aisle space (R315-262-16(b)(8)(v) and R315-262-255)

* Incompatible wastes separated (R315-262-16(b)(2)(v) and R315-262-17(a)(1)(vii))

* Waste spilled on outside of containers or around containers 
(R315-262-16(b)(8)(i) and R315-262-251)

* General housekeeping (i.e., debris in the area)



How do I show compliance?

* The generator gets to decide how they will prove 
compliance with these regulations

* Most commonly used method is a checklist
* Can find checklist examples online



Checklist examples

Examples from Northwestern University 
and Arizona DEQ



Other best practices

* Include date and time of inspection
* Include who performed inspection
* Note observations made
* Note any corrective actions taken

* Noting these shows that you are actually inspecting and 
not just checking boxes

* Keep these records – we typically ask for three years’ 
worth of container inspections when doing compliance 
evaluation inspections

* Be consistent – ideally no more than 6 days pass 
between inspections





How to inspect: What do you see?



Date and Time: 5/18/22 10:00am Inspector: Gabby Marinick

Y/N Corrective action

Are there signs of leaking or deteriorating 
containers?

Y Waste in rusting container transferred to new 
drum

Are the containers properly and visibly 
labeled?

N Labels including “Hazardous Waste”, an 
indication of the hazard, and accumulation start 
date added to all containers

Are containers closed? Y

Is waste stored in compatible containers? Y

Is aisle space between containers 
sufficient to inspect containers?

N Drums spaced out

Is spill cleanup and fire suppression 
equipment present in the area?

Y

Any waste over accumulation time limit? ? Find out and ship off any waste over limit off



Questions?
Email questions to gmarinick@utah.gov
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